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ABSTRACT The effect of a transmembrane peptide on the domain structure of a two-component, two-phase lipid bilayer
composed of dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) and distearoyl phosphatidylcholine (DSPC) was examined by spin label
electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy. The peptide, pOmpA, is the hydrophobic, 25-residue signal sequence of the outer
membrane protein A from Escherichia coli. Nitroxide derivatives of the phospholipid DSPC, 16-DSPCSL, and of the pOmpA
signal peptide, pOmpA-IASL, were used as probes. The first-derivative lineshapes of the ESR spectra were analyzed using a
normalized intensity ratio, R, that gives information on the average sizes of the disconnected fluid domains and their point of
connectivity (Sankaram, M. B., D. Marsh, and T. E. Thompson. 1992. Biophys. J. 63:340-349). In the absence of the peptide,
the number of fluid lipid domains does not vary with the fraction of lipid that is in the fluid phase, and phase conversion is
accomplished solely by changes in the domain size. The phase boundaries of the lipid mixture remain largely unchanged by
the presence of the peptide at mole fractions up to 0.02, but both the size and number of the fluid domains is changed, and
the point at which they become connected is shifted to lower fractions of the fluid phase. In addition, the number of domains
in the presence of the peptide no longer remains constant but increases from a domain density at low fractions of the fluid phase
that is much lower than that in the absence of peptide to one that is comparable to the natural state in the absence of peptide
at the point of domain connectivity. A simple model is presented for the process of domain fission, where the latter is determined
by a balance between the effects of peptide concentration in the fluid domains, the line tension at the domain boundaries, and
the distributional entropy of the domains.
INTRODUCTION
The detection, quantitation, and examination of the physi-
ological significance of in-plane lipid domains in model and
biological membranes is a subject of intensive recent study
(Bultmann et al., 1991; Edidin, 1990; Melo et al., 1992;
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Sankaram et al., 1992; Vaz et al., 1989, 1990; Vaz, 1992;
Thompson et al., 1992). Domains in biological membranes,
which contain both protein and lipid molecules, can be de-
tected directly by fluorescence microscopic methods
(Edidin, 1990), whereas detection of domains in lipid bilay-
ers is usually based on fluorescence photobleaching studies
(Vaz et al., 1989, 1990; Vaz, 1992; Jovin and Vaz, 1989).
Recently, we have proposed a method that could be suit-
able for analyzing spin-spin interactions between nitroxide
spin labels that are spatially separated from one another when
they are distributed statistically among disconnected lipid
domains (Sankaram et al., 1992). The novelty of this method
lies in the fact that it utilizes an internally normalized in-
tensity ratio parameter measured on symmetric, first-
derivative electron spin resonance (ESR) spectral lines
(Bales, 1980, 1982, 1989). The intensity ratio, R, is defined
as V'/2V1P, where VPP is the maximum peak-to-peak intensity
and V' is the intensity at a position in the wings of a first-
derivative ESR line that is a constant multiple of the peak-
to-peak linewidth (see Fig. 1). This intensity ratio, R, is a
property only of the lineshape and is independent of the size
of the spectral broadening (e.g., from Lorentzian linebroad-
ening mechanisms such as those caused by oxygen, slow
exchange, or rapid rotational diffusion). In this study
(Sankaram et al., 1992) it was shown by spectral simulations
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thatR . RL for homogeneously distributed spin labels, where
RL is the intensity ratio of a Lorentzian lineshape. The con-
dition R > RL was shown to hold when the spin labels are
distributed statistically into disconnected domains, and the
exchange of the labels between the domains is slow on the
time-scale of the ESR experiment. Further, the spectral simu-
lations showed that the ratio R increases with increasing oc-
cupancy of the domains by spin labels up to a certain density,
beyond which it decays to RL (Sankaram et al., 1992).
Under certain circumstances and with certain assumptions
(that are given later), the average size of disconnected fluid
and gel domains could be estimated using this method. This
was done from measurements of R in the ESR spectra of a
spin-labeled derivative of dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine
(DMPC) with the nitroxide group at the 13 position in the
sn-2 acyl chain, 13-DMPCSL, incorporated into two-
component, two-phase lipid bilayers formed from DMPC
and distearoyl phosphatidylcholine (DSPC) (Sankaram et al.,
1992). The method does not provide information on a pos-
sible heterogeneity in domain sizes, but only yields the ef-
fective sizes averaged over the distribution of domains. Nev-
ertheless, the data were found to be consistent with a model
in which an increase in the proportion of a given phase (fluid
or gel) results in an increase in the size of the disconnected
domains of that phase, with no change in the number of
domains. In this paper, we report results obtained (a) on the
DMPC/DSPC system with a spin-labeled derivative ofDSPC
containing the nitroxide moiety at the 16 position in the sn-2
acyl chain and (b) on the DMPC/DSPC system with an
iodoacetamide-spin-labeled 25-residue transmembrane, hy-
drophobic peptide, pOmpA-IASL, and (c) with DMPC/
DSPC mixtures containing the unlabeled peptide, pOmpA
(Sankaram et al., 1993), and spin-labeled derivatives of
DMPC or of DSPC. The peptide corresponds to the
N-terminal signal peptide plus the first four residues of
the outer membrane protein A from Escherichia coli, and
has a primary sequence MKKTAIAIAVALAGTATVA-
QAAPKD.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
The phospholipids, dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine, DMPC, and distearoyl
phosphatidylcholine, DSPC, were from Avanti Chemical Co. (Alabaster,
AL). The iodoacetamide spin label, N-[4-(iodoacetyl)amino]-2,2,6,6-
tetramethylpiperidinyl-N-oxyl, IASL, was from Molecular Probes Inc.
(Eugene, OR). 16-SASL was from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO).
Methods
Synthesis of 13-DMPCSL and 16-DSPCSL
The lipid spin labels, 13-DMPCSL and 16-DSPCSL, were synthesized by
acylation of 1-myristoyl phosphatidylcholine and 1-stearoyl phosphatidyl-
choline with 13-MASL and 16-SASL, respectively, using methods de-
scribed previously (Marsh and Watts, 1982).
Synthesis of pOmpA
The peptide pOmpA was synthesized by standard methodology using
N-terminal, tert-butyloxycarbonyl (t-boc)-protected amino acids on an ABI
430A automated synthesizer. The peptide was deprotected and cleaved from
the resin using anhydrous hydrofluoric acid. Purification of the peptide was
carried out by high pressure liquid chromatography on a Vydac C4 column
eluted with acetonitrile/water gradients containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid.
Amino acid content and sequence were verified by quantitative amino acid
analysis and peptide sequencing.
Synthesis of pOmpA-IASL
The spin-labeled peptide, pOmpA-IASL, was prepared according to pub-
lished methods (Griffith and McConnell, 1966). Briefly, 200 ptmol of IASL
was added to 200 tkmol of the pOmpA peptide in a pH 11 Tris buffer
(10 mM Tris, 10 mM NaCl) at 00C. The solution was stirred overnight at
00C. The reaction mixture was purified by preparative liquid chromatog-
raphy on a Vydac C18 column eluted with acetonitrile/water gradients con-
taining 0.1 mol% trifluoroacetic acid. Two spin-labeled peptide fractions
were isolated from the column. The ratio of spin label to peptide in the major
spin-labeled peptide fraction was determined to be 0.95 by assaying the
samples for peptide content (Lowry et al., 1951) and for spin label content
(Sachse et al., 1987). The ratio of spin label to peptide in the minor spin-
labeled peptide fraction, with a longer retention time, was determined to be
1.7. The major component was used for the ESR experiments described in
this paper. The high spin label to peptide ratio of the minor component
suggests that this fraction contains pOmpA with more than one site spin-
labeled. It is also likely that there are several unresolved spin-labeled
pOmpA positional isomers in this fraction.
The site of spin labeling for the major component isolated by liquid
chromatography was determined by gas chromatography-mass spectrom-
etry on enzymatically derived dipeptides of the spin-labeled pOmpA
(Krutzsch and Pisano, 1977; Krutzsch, 1983). Briefly, the method involves
digestion of pOmpA-IASL by dipeptidyl aminopeptidase to produce dipep-
tides starting from the amino terminus, trimethylsilyation of the resulting
dipeptides for gas chromatographic analysis, and identification of the struc-
ture of the derivatized dipeptides by mass spectrometry. The gas chromato-
graphic analysis of pOmpA and pOmpA-IASL showed differences in elu-
tion only for the N-terminal M-K dipeptide, suggesting that iodoacetamide
was covalently linked either to the free amino terminus, to the side chain
of methionine, or to the side chain of lysine. A preliminary analysis of the
mass spectrometry data on the M-K dipeptide showed that IASL is co-
valently attached to the side chain of methionine (M. B. Sankaram,
unpublished observations).
Preparation of lipid-peptide complexes
The pOmpA-IASL peptide was incorporated into DMPC/DSPC (50:50 mol/
mol) and DMPC/DSPC (40:60 mol/mol) vesicles as described (Sankaram
et al., 1993). A 1 mg/ml solution of the pOmpA peptide was prepared in
water, and the pH was adjusted to 2.5. Desired aliquots from this stock
solution were added to aqueous dispersions of large unilamellar lipid
vesicles. Large unilamellar vesicles were prepared by the method of ex-
trusion. The complexes were dialyzed against a Tris buffer (5 mM Tris, pH
7.3). The lipid-peptide complexes were then repeatedly freeze-thawed to
produce multilamellar vesicles. This procedure was necessary to produce a
homogeneous system with the peptide distributed equally throughout the
system (Sankaram et al., 1993). Peptide and lipid concentrations of the
lipid-peptide complexes were assayed by the methods of Lowry et al. (1951)
and Eibl and Lands (1969), respectively.
ESR spectroscopy
For the ESR experiments, multilamellar vesicles were prepared from mix-
tures of DMPC and DSPC. The samples contained either 50:50 (mol/mol)
or 40:60 (mol/mol) mixtures of the phospholipids. For each lipid compo-
sition, one set of samples was prepared with the phospholipid spin label,
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16-DSPCSL, at different concentrations in the range 0.1-3 mol%. A second
set of samples contained the peptide spin label, pOmpA-IASL, in the same
spin label concentration range. A third set of samples contained 2 mol%
unlabeled peptide, pOmpA, and the phospholipid spin labels, 13-DMPCSL
or 16-DSPCSL (0.1-3 mol% spin label). For each sample, ESR spectra were
recorded in the temperature range 0-70'C. In this temperature range, the
DMPC/DSPC mixed bilayers undergo a thermotropic phase transition from
a mixed gel phase, through a gel-fluid coexistence region to a fluid phase
(Knoll et al., 1981). ESR spectra were recorded on a Varian E-line 9
GHz spectrometer. The details of instrumentation and data processing
are given in Sankaram and Thompson (1990) and in Sankaram et al.
(1992), respectively.
RESULTS
ESR spectra of phospholipid and peptide spin
labels in DMPC/DSPC mixtures
Representative ESR spectra of the phospholipid spin label,
16-DSPCSL, and of the peptide spin label, pOmpA-IASL, in
50:50 DMPC/DSPC (mol/mol) mixtures are shown in Fig. 2.
With increasing temperature, the spectra of both spin labels
exhibit motional narrowing that is manifest as a decrease in
linewidth of the three hyperfine lines. At any given tem-
perature, the spectra of the peptide spin label, pOmpA-IASL,
are sharper than those of the phospholipid spin label, 16-
DSPCSL. This result is most likely due to the presence of the
nitroxide moiety of 16-DSPCSL in the hydrophobic core of
the lipid bilayer, whereas the nitroxide-derivatized
N-terminal residue is located near the lipid-water interface.
Despite this difference in the location of the spin label in
16-DSPCSL and pOmpA-IASL, the ESR spectra of both la-
bels are sensitive to the thermotropic phase changes of the
host lipid bilayer.
Peak-to-peak linewidth
The dependence on temperature of the apparent peak-to-peak
linewidth, AHrP, of the high-field hyperfine line in the ESR
spectra of 16-DSPCSL and ofpOmpA-IASL in an equimolar
mixture of DMPC and DSPC is shown in Fig. 3. In both
cases, the temperature dependence of AHPP exhibits discon-
AHPP
Intensity Ratio, R = V'/2V"P
FIGURE 1 Definition of the peak-to-peak linewidth, AHPP, and of the
intensity ratio, R, of a first-derivative display of an electron spin resonance
spectral line. See text and Sankaram et al. (1992), Bales (1980, 1982, 1989)
for further details of the intensity ratio.
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FIGURE 2 ESR spectra in DMPC/DSPC 50:50 (mol/mol) mixtures of
(A) 16-DSPCSL and of (B) pOmpA-IASL. The spin label concentration in
both cases is 1 mol%. According to the temperature-composition phase
diagram of Knoll et al. (1981), the DMPC/DSPC system undergoes a ther-
motropic phase transition from a mixed gel phase at 10°C through a gel-fluid
coexistence region at 30°C to a fluid phase at 60°C.
tinuities at three characteristic temperatures shown as ver-
tical dotted lines in each panel. For pOmpA-IASL (Fig. 3 B),
the high temperature discontinuity is only evident on a plot
with expanded vertical scale (for which the other disconti-
nuities also become clearer). In Fig. 4, the data in Fig. 3, A
and B are plotted on an expanded scale along with the tem-
perature dependence of the linewidths measured for 16-
DSPCSL in the DMPC-DSPC-pOmpA system. The three
characteristic temperatures are identified empirically as de-
scribed before (Sankaram et al., 1992). The first disconti-
nuity occurs when, at the solidus, the system undergoes a
transition from a mixed gel phase region to a gel-fluid co-
existence region. The second discontinuity is observed at the
fluidus at which the gel-fluid coexistence ceases to exist and
the system is in a single fluid phase. As more clearly seen
in Fig. 4, at intermediate temperatures between the solidus
and the fluidus, the third discontinuity is seen that corre-
sponds to the point of connectivity. The point of connectivity
is the temperature below which the fluid phase is discon-
nected to form isolated fluid lipid domains dispersed in a
continuous, reticular gel phase (Vaz et al., 1989). Above the
point of connectivity, the complementary situation is ob-
tained namely, the gel phase forms the disconnected domains
in a continuous fluid phase (Vaz et al., 1989). Because the
domain connection is a relatively long range effect, the point
of connectivity is defined by the point at which the abrupt
drop in linewidth begins (cf. Fig. 4), rather than by some
mid-point position. These relationships were established for
the pure lipid system by comparison with the phase diagram
and points of connectivity obtained from FRAP measure-
ments (Sankaram et al., 1992; Vaz et al., 1989) and are gen-
eralized here to the peptide-containing system.
As seen in Fig. 3 for the DMPC/DSPC 50:50 (mol/mol)
mixtures, the first and the second discontinuity at the solidus
and the fluidus, respectively, occur at the same temperature
for both 16-DSPCSL and pOmpA-IASL. Also, in experi-
ments with DMPC/DSPC 40:60 (mol/mol) mixtures
Sankaram et al. 1961
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FIGURE 3 Dependence on temperature of the ap-
parent peak-to-peak linewidth (AHPP) of the high-field
hyperfmie line in the ESR spectra of (A) 16-DSPCSL
and (B) pOmpA-IASL in DMPC/DSPC 50:50 (mol!
mol) bilayers. The spin label concentration was 2
mol%. The full lines are a third order polynomial fit to
the gel phase data and linear regression for the fluid
phase data. The extrapolated values of the linewidth for
the gel and fluid phases were obtained by this fitting
procedure and are indicated by the dashed lines. The
vertical dotted lines indicate the solidus and fluidus
phase boundaries determined from the temperature-
composition phase diagram (Sankaram et al., 1992;
Knoll et al., 1981) and the point of connectivity taken
as the temperature at which a sudden drop in AHPP
begins (Sankaram et al., 1992).
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However, the point of connectivity measured with
pOmpA-IASL occurs at a lower temperature than that meas-
ured with 16-DSPCSL (see Fig. 4). The point of connectivity
measured with the phospholipid spin labels for the DMPC/
DSPC mixed bilayers containing 2 mol% unlabeled peptide,
OmpA, occurs at a slightly lower temperature than that meas-
ured with the peptide label, pOmpA-LASL, for DMPC/DSPC
mixtures (see Table 1).
Intensity ratio
_
The dependence on spin label concentration of the observed
C j intensity ratio, Robs of the middle hyperfine line in the ESR
spectra of 16-DSPCSL is shown in Fig. 5. The spin label was
present in either 50:50 (mol/mol) mixtures (Fig. 5 A) or in
40:60 (mol/mol) mixtures (Fig. 5 B) of DMPC and DSPC.
_
Two important observations are made from the data shown
, I, in Fig. 5. First, the intensity ratio Robs in the gel-fluid co-
40 45 50 55 60 existence region is greater than RL (=0.213, the limiting in-
(0 tensity ratio for a Lorentzian lineshape), at all concentrations
Temperature ( C) of 16-DSPCSL and at all temperatures. Second, at any given
ependence on temperature of the apparent peak-to-peak temperature in the gel-fluid coexistence region, Robs is seen
P) of the high-field hyperfine line in the ESR spectra of in Fig. 5 first to increase with increasing concentration of
L in DMPC/DSPC 50:50 (mol/mol) bilayers, (B) 16- 16-DSPCSL and then to decrease. The observations that Robs
MPC/DSPC 50:50 (mol/mol) bilayers containing 2 mol% > RL and that Robs goes through a maximum, as is predicted
8)pOmpA-LASL in DMPC/DSPC 50:50 (rnolmol) bilayers.*)ppA- LinD505mm)byr. by simulations, strongly suggest the presence of discon-
oncentration was 2 mol%. The full lines are drawn for visual
nected fluid lipid domains at the temperatures for which thetertical dotted line indicates the fluidus phase boundary de-
R daaresoniFg.5Snkamtal,19)Itwlthe temperature-composition phase diagram (Knoll et al., Robs data are shown in Fig. 5 (Sankaram et al., 1992). It will
ws indicate the point of connectivity taken as the temperature be noted that other effects, namely the coexistence of two-
en drop in AHPP begins (Sankaram et al., 1992). The vertical component spectra and the presence of spectral anisotropy,
ed relative to that in Fig. 3. potentially may give rise to values of Robs > R'L. However,
neither of these is likely to give rise to the characteristic
dependence of Robs on spin label concentration that is dem-
t al., 1992), to within the experimental accuracy, onstrated in Fig. 5. Additionally, for fractional differences in
ure discontinuity at the solidus does not depend linewidth of <0.1, to which the subsequent analysis is re-
he system contains the phospholipid spin labels, stricted, two-component spectra alone do not yield values of
spin label or a low concentration of unlabeled Rd,, > RL (see Fig. 4 A of Sankaram et al., 1992).
mpA, along with either 13-DMPCSL or 16- In Fig. 6, the dependence on spin label concentration of
ita not shown). Robs of the middle hyperfine line in the ESR spectrum of
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TABLE I Point of connectivity In DMPC/DSPC lipid mixtures measured by FRAP using the fluorescent probe NBD-POPE and
by ESR using nitroxide spin labels, 13-DMPCSL and 16-DSPCSL
Fluid
Point of fraction at
connectivity point of
System Probe (OC) connectivity Technique Reference
DMPC/DSPC NBD-POPE 42 0.59 FRAP Vaz et al., 1989
DMPC/DSPC 13-DMPCSL 42.2 ± 1.4 0.61 ± 0.09 ESR Sankaram et al., 1992
DMPC/DSPC 16-DSPCSL 41.5 ± 1.5 0.57 ± 0.07 ESR Fig. 4 A
DMPC/DSPC pOmpA-IASL 39.6 ± 1.3 0.49 ± 0.05 ESR Fig. 4 B
DMPC/DSPC/pOmpA 13-DMPCSL 38.7 ± 1.5 0.46 ± 0.05 ESR This work, data not shown
DMPC/DSPC/pOmpA 16-DSPCSL 38.2 ± 1.5 0.44 ± 0.04 ESR Fig. 4 C
The concentration of the spin labels, 13-DMPCSL, 16-DSPCSL, pOmpA-IASL, and of the peptide, pOmpA were 2 mol%.
FIGURE 5 Dependence on the concen-
tration of 16-DSPCSL of the intensity ratio,
Ro,,, of the middle hyperfine line in the ESR
spectrum of 16-DSPCSL. Data were ob-
tained from (A) 50:50 (mol/mol) mixtures
of DMPC/DSPC and (B) 40:60 (mol/mol)
mixtures of DMPC/DSPC. In A the tem-
peratures are 320C (0), 34WC (0), and 380C
(V), and in B, they are 34WC (0), 380C (0),
and 420C (V). The dashed line in bothA and
B is the maximum value for the intensity
ratio, RL = 0.213, for a Lorentzian line
(Sankaram et al., 1992).
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pOmpA-IASL is shown for the 40:60 (mol/mol) and 50:50
(mol/mol) mixtures of DMPC and DSPC. Similar to the data
shown in Fig. 5 for the lipid spin label, 16-DSPCSL, the data
for the peptide spin label, pOmpA-IASL, show that (a) in the
gel-fluid coexistence region, Robs is greater than RL and
(b) Robs goes through a maximum when plotted as a function
of the concentration of pOmpA-IASL. As before, these re-
sults suggest that pOmpA-IASL is distributed in discon-
nected domains in the gel-fluid coexistence region
(Sankaram et al., 1992).
Average number of spin labels per disconnected
fluid domain, N.
From the intensity ratio measurements, the average number
of spin-labeled lipids per disconnected fluid domain, Nf, was
estimated using the method proposed previously (Sankaram
et al., 1992). Assuming that there is only slow exchange of
the spin labels between phases, the intensity ratio observed,
RobsW is weighted by the intensity ratio contributions from the
gel and the fluid phase components. Estimates of likely ex-
change rates indicate that these would be insufficiently fast
to provide averaging of spectral components with linewidth
differences of 1 G or more, even if this were close to the level
found in fluid bilayers. It has previously been shown that
when the fractional change in the peak-to-peak linewidth
between the gel and fluid phase spectra is less than 0.1, the
observed intensity ratio, Robs is approximated reasonably well
by a weighted-average of the component R values (Eq. 5 of
Sankaram et al., 1992). As in the previous work (Sankaram
et al., 1992), only data for the central line that meet this
criterion are used in the analysis. When the fluid phase is
disconnected, Robs is given by
Robs = fRf + (1 -f )Rg, (1)
where Rf and Rg are the intensity ratios of the fluid and the
gel phase component spectra, respectively, andf is the mole
fraction of the spin label in the fluid phase. Because the gel
phase is the continuous phase, Rg can be assumed to be al-
ways a constant that is either equal to the limiting value of
0.213 for a Lorentzian line or can be obtained by extrapo-
lation of the intensity ratios in the gel phase (Sankaram et al.,
1992). The mole fraction of the lipid spin labels, 13-
DMPCSL or 16-DSPCSL, in the fluid phase, f, can be as-
sumed to be the mole fraction of their respective parent
lipids, DMPC and DSPC, in the fluid phase (Sankaram
et al., 1992). This parameter is easily obtained from the
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FIGURE 6 Dependence on the concen-
tration of the spin-labeled peptide,
pOmpA-IASL, of the intensity ratio, RObS,
of the middle hyperfine line in the ESR
spectrum of pOmpA-IASL. Data were ob-
tained from (A) 50:50 (mol/mol) mixtures
of DMPC/DSPC and (B) 40:60 (mol/mol)
mixtures of DMPC/DSPC. In A, the tem-
peratures are 320C (0), 34WC (0), and 380C
(V), and in B, they are 34WC (0), 380C (0),
and 420C (V). The dashed line in bothA and
B is the maximum value for the intensity
ratio, RL = 0.213, for a Lorentzian line
(Sankaram et al., 1992).
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temperature-composition phase diagram (Knoll et al.,
1981). The peptide, pOmpA, and the peptide spin label,
pOmpA-IASL, are assumed to be localized entirely in the
fluid phase. No direct experimental data on the parti-
tioning of the peptide are available, but it is likely from
general considerations of free volume and packing that
the peptide partitions strongly into the fluid phase. There-
fore, it is taken that f = 1 for the peptide of either form.
This assumption is unlikely to influence the general con-
clusions reached, although the exact quantitative results
will be affected.
The relation between Rf, obtained from Eq. 1, and the
average number of the spin labels per disconnected fluid
domain, Nf, has been calculations for a statistical distribution
of spin labels in Sankaram et al. (1992). At low occupancy
of disconnected domains by spin labels, Rf increases with Nf,
but decreases nearly exponentially when Nf is greater than
about 8 (Sankaram et al., 1992). The calibration curve given
in Sankaram et al. (1992) was used to determine Nf from Rf.
In the exponential region forN > 8, the dependence ofR on
N for fluid or gel domains is given to a good approximation
by
R = 0.40293 exp(-0.16344N) + 0.213. (2)
Experimental data points only in this region where Nf > 8
were used to determine the values of Nf. This is because, at
lower values of N. the calibrations are sensitive to various
complicating factors, such as the individual linewidths, de-
gree of Gaussian inhomogeneous broadening, and most
probably also to heterogeneity in domain size (Sankaram
et al., 1992), whereas for N > 8 this is not the case. These
latter values of Nf will be used in the following discussion
to give information on the disconnected fluid domain struc-
ture in the presence and absence of the peptide. In this work,
only the disconnected fluid domains that are present between
the solidus and the point of connectivity will be considered.
This is because the difference in linewidths of the ESR spec-
tra of the 16-DSPCSL and of the pOmpA-IASL in the fluid
and gel phases does not fulfill the criterion for the validity
of Eq. 1 (cf. above) in the region between the point of con-
nectivity and the fluidus.
DISCUSSION
Effect of pOmpA on phase behavior
In the peptide concentration range 0-3 mol% used in
this study, the temperature at which a conversion of the
DMPC/DSPC system from a mixed gel region to a gel-fluid
coexistence region takes place (solidus) and the temperature
at which the system goes from the gel-fluid coexistence re-
gion to a single fluid phase (fluidus) are not affected appre-
ciably either by the presence of the phospholipid spin labels
(13-DMPCSL and 16-DSPCSL), the presence of the peptide
spin label (pOmpA-IASL), or when the unlabeled peptide,
pOmpA, is incorporated into the mixed bilayers along with
either phospholipid spin label (see Figs. 3 and 4 and
Sankaram et al., 1992). This result suggests that, to within the
experimental accuracy, inclusion of the peptide in discon-
nected fluid domains in this concentration range does not
alter the phase behavior ofDMPC/DSPC mixtures. Also, the
proportion of the gel phase as detected by 2H NMR mea-
surements (Sankaram and Thompson, 1992) is the same for
the DMPC-DSPC system as for the DMPC-DSPC-pOmpA
system at four pOmpA concentrations in the range 1-4 mol%
(M. B. Sankaram and T. E. Thompson, unpublished
observations).
Effect of pOmpA on the point of connectivity
As seen from Figs. 3 and 4 and Table 1, although the phase
boundaries are relatively unaffected by the peptide, the pep-
tide does decrease markedly the fraction of fluid phase at
which the domains become connected. In the absence of the
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peptide, the point of connectivity determined from the tem-
perature dependence of the linewidths of the spin-labeled
lipids occurs at a fluid fraction (obtained using the lever rule)
ofF = 0.57-0.61, in good agreement with the value ofF =
0.59 determined by FRAP experiments on the same system
(Vaz et al., 1989). In the presence of the peptide, however,
the point of connectivity for the DMPC/DSPC 50:50 (mol/
mol) mixture occurs at a lower temperature and, hence, at a
lower fraction of the fluid phase (F = 0.44-0.49).
The most likely explanation for the shift in the point of
connectivity, or percolation threshold, to lower fractions
of the fluid phase in the presence of the peptide lies in the
effect of the peptide on the shape of the domains. If the shape
of the fluid domains becomes more asymmetric (and that of
the gel phase domains correspondingly more symmetric) in
the presence of the peptide, the point of connectivity will be
reduced to lower fractions of the fluid phase. For instance,
based on continuum percolation theory, the fluid phase frac-
tion at which disconnection of the fluid phase is achieved
would be reduced to the minimum value of 0.33, if the gel
phase domains are assumed to be circular in shape above the
point of fluid phase connectivity (Almeida et al., 1992). The
domain shape is determined to a large extent by the line
tension at the domain boundaries, and the corresponding ex-
cess free energy per lipid molecule is smaller for larger do-
mains. Because the fluid domains appear to be larger in the
presence of the peptide than in its absence (see below), the
energetic cost of creating a more asymmetric domain bound-
ary appears not to be as great in the system containing pep-
tide. However, this may not be the only factor contributing
to the asymmetry of the domains; most likely the peptide
itself also contributes more directly to the domain shape.
Average number of lipids per fluid domain and
average domain density
The average number of spin labels (either lipid or peptide)
per disconnected fluid domain, Nf, was estimated from Rf,
which was in turn estimated from Robs, as described in Re-
sults. This number can be related to the average domain size,
i.e., the average number of lipids per fluid domain, Lf, as
described previously (Sankaram et al., 1992). A distribution
of domain sizes is not considered explicitly, so that this quan-
tity must be considered an effective average over all do-
mains. The average density of spin labels in a disconnected
fluid domain, Nf/Lf, is then given by cf/F, where F is the
fraction of the total lipids in the fluid state, f is the fraction
of spin labels in the fluid phase, and c is the mole fraction
of the spin label relative to total lipid. The number of spin
labels per fluid domain, normalized to the total mole fraction
of spin labels in the fluid phase, therefore, is given by
Nf Lf
cf F' (3)
where the quantity on the right is related directly to the den-
sity of disconnected fluid domains. Consider a total number
fluid domains is NTF/Lf. The total number of lipids corre-
sponding to one fluid domain (i.e., the reciprocal of the do-
main density), therefore, is given simply by Lf/F. Thus, the
experimentally determined quantity on the left of Eq. 3 may
be used to estimate the density of disconnected fluid domains
and, hence, to discuss the variation in the number of domains
with the fraction, F, of fluid lipid.
The dependence of Nf/cf on F for the spin-labeled phos-
pholipids, 13-DMPCSL and 16-DSPCSL, in mixed DMPC/
DSPC dispersions both with and without the unlabeled
pOmpA peptide, and for the pOmpA-IASL spin label in
DMPC/DSPC dispersions, is given in Fig. 7. The values of
F were obtained as described in Sankaram et al. (1992) from
the binary phase diagram of DMPC/DSPC mixtures (Knoll
et al., 1981), as were those of f for 13-DMPCSL and 16-
DSPCSL under the assumption that the spin-labeled lipids
reflect faithfully the distribution of the corresponding parent
unlabeled lipids (cf. Sankaram et al., 1992). It was assumed
that pOmpA and pOmpA-IASL are localized entirely in the
fluid phase, i.e., f = 1 for the unlabeled and the spin-labeled
peptides. It is seen immediately from Fig. 7, A and B that
Nf/cf and, hence, the effective domain density, remains es-
sentially constant with increasing F for the DMPC/DSPC
mixtures in the absence of peptide. Therefore, the present
measurements with the spin-labeled DSPC component (16-
DSPCSL) are fully consistent with the previous findings with
the spin-labeled DMPC component (13-DMPCSL) in that,
for DMPC/DSPC mixtures alone, the average number of dis-
connected fluid domains remains constant and simply the
domains essentially grow linearly in size with increasing
fraction of fluid lipid, F (Sankaram et al., 1992). The total
number of lipids per fluid domain, i.e., the reciprocal of the
domain nucleation density, deduced from the data for 16-
DSPCSL is L1 (=Lf/F) = 826 + 18 (Fig. 7 B), which is in
good agreement with the value of 830 ± 20 deduced pre-
viously from data for 13-DMPCSL, in DMPC/DSPC mix-
tures alone (Fig. 7 A and Sankaram et al., 1992).
In contrast to the situation in the absence of peptide, it is
seen from Fig. 7, C andD that for DMPC/DSPC mixtures in
the presence of peptide, the effective density of disconnected
fluid domains does not remain constant as the fraction of
fluid lipid changes. Because the dependence of Nf/cfon F is
similar in this respect for the spin-labeled peptide (Fig. 7 C)
and the spin-labeled lipids in the presence of unlabeled pep-
tide (Fig. 7 D), the differences in the presence and absence
of peptide are due to the effect of the peptide on the mecha-
nism of domain growth, and not, for instance, to any as-
sumptions regarding the partitioning of the spin label. It is
clear from both Fig. 7, C andD that, at low fractions of fluid
lipid, Nf/Cf is larger (which means that the domain density is
lower, and the domains effectively are larger) in the presence
of peptide than in the absence of peptide. As F increases so
does the domain density until, at values ofF close to one, the
estimates of the domain density and the domain size in the
presence of peptide are comparable to those in the absence
of peptide. The implications of this are clear. Because the
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of, say, NTlipids: the corresponding number of disconnected
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FIGURE 7 Dependence on fluid fraction, F, of the average number of spin labels per disconnected fluid domain, N,, normalized for the spin label
concentration in the fluid phase, Nf/cf. In panels A-D, the open symbols correspond to data obtained from 50:50 (mol/mol) DMPC/DSPC mixtures and the
closed symbols correspond to 40:60 (mol/mol) DMPC/DSPC mixtures. Lines drawn through the points are the result of nonlinear least-squares fit of the
data to Eq. 8. (A) 13-DMPCSL in DMPC/DSPC mixtures. The data published in Sankaram et al. (1992) are replotted in this panel. The concentrations of
13-DMPCSL were 2 mol% (0,0), 2.5 mol% (V7, ), 3 mol% (Cl, U), and 3.5 mol% (A, A) (B) 16-DSPCSL in DMPC/DSPC mixtures. The concentrations
of the spin-labeled lipid, 16-DSPCSL, were 1.5 mol% (0,0), 2 mol% (V7, V), 3 mol% (1,5 ), and 4 mol% (A, A). (C) The peptide spin label, pOmpA-IASL,
in DMPC/DSPC mixtures. The concentrations of pOmpA-IASL, were 1 mol% (0, 0), 1.5 mol% (V, V), and 2 mol% (t], K). (D) The phospholipid spin
labels, 13-DMPCSL and 16-DSPCSL, in DMPC/DSPC mixtures containing the unlabeled peptide, pOmpA, at a concentration of 2 mol%. The concentrations
of 13-DMPCSL, were 1 mol% (0, 0), 1.5 mol% (7, V), and 2 mol% (11, U). The concentration of 16-DSPCSL was 2 mol% (A, A).
disconnected fluid domains in the presence of peptide ini-
tially are larger (and fewer) than are those in the absence of
peptide, as the domains grow in size essentially they break
up to produce progressively larger numbers of domains. It
seems likely that these qualitative conclusions, which are
inherent in the primary data (viz. lower values and a steeper
drop of Robs for the peptide-containing samples) and are ob-
tained consistently for different spin labels, are independent
of any uncertainties in the absolute values of the domain sizes
that might arise from limitations in the spectral analysis. To
interpret this behavior in the presence of peptide, a model is
required for the process of domain fission/coalescence. A
simplified model that is consistent with these features of the
experimental data is presented in the following section.
the number that has been produced by fission. For simplicity,
it is assumed that the yield of domain fission is proportional
to the domain size, L1F, i.e.,
nT
NT
(5)
where k is a constant. This implies that the total number of
domains increases linearly with F. The average number of
lipids per disconnected fluid domain, Lf, is simply the total
number of fluid lipids divided by the total number of
domains, i.e.,
NTF
f +nC (6)
Model for fission/coalescence of disconnected
domains
It is assumed that the domains originally formed grow lin-
early with F, as is the case in the absence of peptide, i.e., the
number of lipids per disconnected fluid domain isL F, where
1lL1 is the initial nucleation density. However, with increas-
ing F the domains split up to produce fissioned domains of
size z'L1F, where z' < 1 (in the case of coalescence z' > 1).
Consider a total ofNT lipids, the total number of lipids in the
fluid state is then given by
NTF = nLjF + ncz'L1F, (4)
where n is the number of untransformed domains and nc is
Combining Eqs. 4-6 then leads to the following expression
for the dependence of the domain size on F:
F
L =f [kL1(l- z')F + 1lL1]' (7)
and from Eq. 3, the number of spin labels per fluid domain,
normalized to the average spin label concentration in the
fluid phase, is given by
Nf
_
1
cf [kL1(1- z')F + l1Lj]' (8)
For z' < 1 and k > 0, this equation predicts that Nf/cf will
decrease progressively with increasing F in a pseudo-
hyperbolic fashion, and that for k = 0 will have a constant
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value of Nf/cf = L1. These two cases correspond to the situ-
ations in the presence and absence of peptide, respectively.
Nonlinear least-squares fits of Eq. 8 to the data for the
pOmpA-IASL and lipid spin labels are given in Fig. 7, C and
D, respectively. It is seen that this phenomenological model
for the domain fission is capable of fitting the data to a rea-
sonable degree of approximation. The values of L1, corre-
sponding to the initial number of total lipids per domain at
F = 0, determined from the fit are 1610 ± 105 and 4390 +
730 for pOmpA-IASL and for the lipid spin labels in the
presence of pOmpA, respectively. The difference between
these two values may reflect the difficulty in obtaining ex-
perimental points at low values ofF and uncertainties arising
from the spectral analysis (possibly residual spectral anisot-
ropy for the lipid labels), but both are much larger than the
corresponding (constant) values obtained in the absence of
peptide. The values of 1/[kL1(1 - z') + l/L1], corresponding
to the limiting number of total lipids per domain extrapolated
to F = 1, determined also from the fits are: 460 ± 110 and
570 ± 30, for pOmpA-IASL and for the lipid spin labels in
the presence of pOmpA, respectively. These limiting values
are much closer to those obtained in the absence of peptide
than are the initial values at F = 0. It is these aspects of the
results that the next section attempts to interpret.
Physical basis of fluid domain
fission/coalescence
One of the most significant effects of the pOmpA peptide on
the formation of fluid domains is the increase in effective
fluid domain size relative to that found for the natural state
of the lipid mixture in the absence of peptide. The origin of
this can probably be found in a strong tendency of the peptide
to partition into the fluid domains as soon as they are formed.
So that the peptide concentration in the fluid domains is not
impossibly high when they are formed initially, the domains
must be larger, i.e., the domain density lower, than in the
natural state. The lipid/peptide ratio in the fluid domains is
given by F/c, assuming thatf= 1 for the peptide. Therefore,
for peptide concentrations, c, up to 2 mol%, the number of
lipids per peptide in each domain is .5 at the lowest fraction
of fluid lipid measured, i.e., F = 0.1. This value is not un-
reasonable because the maximum number of lipids that can
be accommodated around a hydrophobic a-helix is approxi-
mately 10, assuming that it penetrates completely across the
membrane (Marsh, 1993). Therefore, it seems quite plausible
that the mechanism of domain enlargement at low fluid frac-
tions is the necessity to accommodate all of the peptide in the
fluid domains.
At somewhat higher values of F. another aspect of the
concentration of peptide in the domains may contribute to the
domain enlargement. This is the increase in size of the do-
main perimeter resulting from accommodation of the peptide
within the domain. If, as indicated by the experimental data,
the fluid fraction essentially is unchanged by introduction of
the peptide, the corresponding increase in excess free energy
relative size of the domain boundary. This could be accom-
plished by the change to a less asymmetric shape (as sug-
gested by the shift in the percolation threshold on addition of
peptide; see Table 1) that would result from an increase in do-
main size accompanying a decrease in the number of discon-
nected domains relative to that in the absence of peptide.
As the fraction of fluid lipid increases further, the domains
grow in size until they no longer suffer the various constraints
imposed by a high internal peptide concentration. They are
then able to relax to their natural size, i.e., that in the absence
of peptide, by domain fission, as is observed. At the highest
fractions of fluid lipid for which measurements were made
(F = 0.5), the value of Lf/F has decreased to 840, which is
close to that in the absence of peptide. Under these condi-
tions, the domain density, therefore, has achieved close to its
natural state. The driving force for the domain fission is most
probably one of entropy of mixing of the domains, and the
natural or relaxed state is determined by a balance between
this and the line tension at the boundaries of the domains.
As pointed out previously (Sankaram et al., 1992), the
domain sizes determined by this method are effective aver-
age sizes. Information on the heterogeneity of the size and
shape of the domains is not available from these measure-
ments. Preliminary calculations have been performed that
were aimed at examining the effect of a possible distribution
in domain sizes on the simulated spectra. These showed that,
for a Gaussian distribution with a mean number of lipids per
disconnected domain of 830 and distribution width of 100
lipids per domain, the dependence ofthe intensity ratio, R, on the
mean number of spin labels per domain,N, is unchanged relative
to that calculated on the assumption of a constant size for all
disconnected domains for the rangeN > 10.
The present experiments, therefore, demonstrate a pro-
nounced effect of the peptide on the lipid domain structure.
Conversely, an altered domain structure could mediate in-
teractions and properties of a membrane-inserted polypep-
tide. It is tempting to speculate that lipid domain rearrange-
ments play a role in the in vivo function of signal peptides.
For example, when the precursor of an exported protein is
delivered to the membrane, the signal peptide may insert into
the lipid phase before a proteinaceous translocation complex
is recruited. Alterations in the lipid domain structure, me-
diated by the insertion of the signal peptide, could play a role
in favoring the association of the nascent chain with the trans-
location apparatus. Current results argue strongly that trans-
location takes place through a largely proteinaceous pore or
channel (Simon and Blobel, 1992; Joly and Wickner, 1993;
Rapoport, 1992; Crowley et al., 1993). Nonetheless, all of the
components exist as membrane proteins whose properties
and interactions will be necessarily affected by the physical
state of the lipids. Also, biophysical data demonstrate that
functional signal peptides share the ability to insert sponta-
neously into the membrane lipid bilayer (Hoyt and Gierasch,
1991; Killian et al., 1990). Specific roles for signal peptide-
lipid interactions have been suggested before (Jones et al.,
of the gel-fluid interface can be alleviated by reducing the
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1990; de Vrije et al., 1988; Batenburg et al., 1988), and our
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data point out that these interactions may occur at the level
of organization of lipid domains.
A preliminary account of this work has been presented at
the 1993 Annual Biophysical Society Meeting (Sankaram
et al., 1993).
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